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COVER LETTER AND RESPONSES TO REVIEWERS:

Dear Sir,

Please find enclosed the revised manuscript “Parental knowledge of paediatric vaccination.” for possible publication in your journal. Thank you for your comments. Below please find enclosed a detailed answer to the points raised by the reviewers.

Responses to the Associate Editor

1. The paper should be accepted, I think, but the authors still should have a look at Table 3. I think it is not informative to have the percentage with specific answers in the coverage-group (only). More informative is the percentage in the coverage-group for the specific answers to the knowledge questions. This is thus the opposite way of computing percentages. Perhaps then it is also possible to add few sentences on the pattern of findings in that new Table 3.

We have re-examined the Table 3. We have changed Table 3 to include the percentage in the coverage-group for the specific answers to the knowledge questions.

2- The new label for the determinant? knowledge? is ok; please check whole text (including abstract) where at least once still attitudes are mentioned. This has been corrected.

With best regards,

Eva Borràs López
Barcelona, 30 March 2009
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